kWh usage per DAY and associated costs

- All prices include GST, Promote Payment Discount, Electricity Levy, and Gas Industry Levy.
- All prices are calculated based on Uncontrolled plans and Single Meter in Wellington region.
- Powershop users pay 33 cents per unit if being a lower user, and 26 cents per unit if a standard user.
- Mercury Energy uses indicative prices so CAUTION applies.
All prices include GST, Promote Payment Discount, Electricity Levy, and Gas Industry Levy.

All prices are calculated based on Uncontrolled plans and Single Meter in Wellington region.

Powershop users pay 33 cents per unit if being a lower user, and 26 cents per unit if a standard user.

Mercury Energy uses indicative prices so CAUTION applies.

Contact Energy
Energy Direct NZ
Energy Online
Just Energy
Meridian
Mercury Energy
Nova Energy
Powershop
Genesis Energy